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Abstract Gravitational force and the nuclear strong force are established based on the same nature of
the Aether fluid―its insanely high intrinsic pressure. However, the scales of distance dimension
involved in the establishment of these two forces are incredibly different. Some details that can be
extremely trivial in establishing the gravitational force becomes gravely important in bringing up the
nuclear strong force. Upon recovering those "extremely trivial" details in the exploration of the strong
force, we would find that the Aether's intrinsic pressure should be necessarily revised with a much higher
magnitude, in the order of x104 higher. It is the details omitted in the gravity analysis that enables us to
discover why nuclear force and the energy so involved are so many magnitudes higher than what is found
with gravity.
The same details, after rediscovering, also help this paper present elaboration on:
1. Protons are the source material of diamagnetism, and neutrons, that of paramagnetism.
2. Diamagnetic and paramagnetic chemical elements alternatively group themselves with periodic
vitiation.
All such variations are dominantly levered by atomic number, but also heavily
influenced by the number of neutrons in the nucleus.
3. Nucleons in a nucleus cannot have skin contact with each other, but must maintain a space from
each other. The inevitable separation between the nucleons causes the appearance of the nuclear
weak force.
4. Some straightforward reason why nuclear fusion reaction must release formidable energy.
5. The so called mass-defect and the subsequent mass-energy conversion during nuclear reaction
have been mistakenly concluded as some material facts from empirical observation. That such
defect or conversion is said to have happened is actually due to the “birth defect” of our mass
measuring apparatus, which never takes Aether drag into consideration. Aether drag must happen
in a particle’s high speed traveling.
6. By bringing back the consideration of Aether drag, this paper is able to rediscover the physical
reason that can explain the following mysteries:
(a) Why radioactive particles traveling at higher speed have longer half-life. This phenomenon
has been explained as a result of time-dilation, a concept brought up by the special theory of
relativity, a theory that is mathematically self-refuted [1].
(b) Why atomic clock traveling with satellite would run slower than its twin clock on Earth.
Upon the completion of reviewing all three papers, the (I of IV), (II of IV) and (III of IV) in this
series Aether, the Mother of All Forces in Nature, a reader may feel pleased to find that nowhere in this
entire paper is found a need to employ the following stipulation or assumption: a certain physical rule or
law working in the macroscopic world must stop working in the microscopic world so that a new theory
can earn legitimacy there, or vice versa. In the modern physics study, the employment of such

stipulation or assumption is quite popular and sometime even “mandated”. In this series of Aether paper,
both the Newtonian mechanics laws and the Maxwell electromagnetic laws are kept with their integrity
intact when applied,
It is the Newton’s mechanics laws and Maxwell’s electromagnetic laws that help these papers
being free from any of such stipulation or assumption and enable them to keep their consistency in
unifying the gravitational force, electromagnetic force and nuclear force. The key making such
unification possible is a fluid of high intrinsic pressure. We call this fluid Aether, which fulfils and
permeates every corner of the boundless universe.
A reader is also cordially invited to continue to review Aether, the Mother of All Forces in
Nature (IV of IV)―certainty and possibility.

Keywords: Aether ocean, condensive force, fluid, intrinsic pressure, strong force, weak force,
binding energy, photon, negoff, posoff

1. On Natural (or Static, but Not Induced) Magnetism

So far, we only know of two ways to acquire magnetism: (1) by natural magnetized
material, such as some iron ores, or a magnetic bar. In this way, no energy needs to be supplied
for the continuation of the field; (2) by inducing movement of some electrica l charge. In this
way, energy must be expended.
As to how movement of electrical charge can induce magnetism, this has been thoroughly
discussed. Magnetism induced by electron movement is closely related to some helical
arrangement of Aether particles. Then, we may ask: Could Aether particles surrounding a
natural magnetic material body also line themselves up with certain patterns of spiral ribbon?
The answer should be a strong "yes" based on the fact that an induced magnetic field and a static
field can hardly be distinguishable between each other in every way except the energy
requirement mentioned above.
One obvious phenomenon about magnetism is its ability to penetrate any material in any
thickness, although the intensity resulted as the consequence of the penetration may be different
according to different materials and different thickness. This must warrant the existence of some
uninterrupted ''handholding'' action played by certain medium substance through the space
occupied by the nucleons and electrons of the material body being so penetrated. Conversely
speaking, allowing some medium's handholding action in their territory, atoms in any material
piece would have ''preserved" some uninterrupted rooms for this medium. Occupying
uninterrupted space means permeation. Then, with the analysis we present in paper I and II in
this series (Aether, the Mother of All Forces in Nature), Aether must be the candidate offering
such handholding action to enable the penetration of a magnetic field. In so permeating, Aether
embraces every atom, every nucleon, and every electron.
All this enables us to assert that the Aether sub-particles, i.e., the negoffs and posoffs
near a natural magnet will align themselves the same and in spiral ribbon arrangement like they
are next to a moving charge. This would reasonably lead us to believe that something in a natural
magnet is able to force the Aether particles to align in a pattern of spiral pattern. But what can
be the “something” besides the nucleons and electrons? Given that electrons lack coherent
movement between each other in any atom of atomic number 2 or above, their movement would
give no chance for any material piece to net a significant magnetic field. Besides, in many cases,
cooling can increase the magnetic strength of some materials, while cooling means to jeopardize
the electron’s moving intensity. Then, we are left with no choice but that the nucleons, either
proton, or neutron, or both, is the “something” in a natural magnet to force the Aether particles to
align in a spiral pattern.
First, we notice that hydrogen has a diamagnetic susceptibility value of
−3.98x10−6 cm3 /mol. Next, the diamagnetic susceptibility value for helium is
−1.88x10−6 cm3 /mol, a reduced value from that of the hydrogen. Knowing that the hydrogen
nucleus has only one proton but a helium nucleus also has neutrons, we can claim that (1) a
proton is inherently associated with magnetic behaviors, which is diamagnetic, (2) the proto n has

counterpart but opposite in nature causing magnetism, which is the neutron. Opposing the
behavior of diamagnetism is paramagnetism. So, the neutrons, acting as the counterpart of the
protons, bring in paramagnetism to substantially reduce the diamagnetic strength presented by
the protons in the helium nucleus. Simple algebra shows that the susceptibility introduced by
one neutron in this case should be 3.04x10−6 cm3 /mol.
The susceptibility value difference between the hydrogen and helium potentially suggests
to us that neutrons can advance the absolute value of magnetic susceptibility faster than protons.
Indeed, by adding one proton and two neutrons to the nucleus of helium, we get a nucleus of
lithium. Then, lithium is a paramagnetic material with a susceptibility of +14.2x10−6 cm3 /mol, a
value that is 8 times of the helium's in absolute scale. The same simple algebra mention in the
above paragraph would show a susceptibility of 6.535 x10−6 cm3 /mol for each of the neutrons.
The difference in susceptibility magnitude between the neutrons in the helium nucleus and the
lithium nucleus must reveal to us that the distance between the protons and the neutrons are
different in the two kinds of nuclei. It provides us reason to propose suspicion on the
conventional believing that nucleons in a nucleus are highly packed and touching each other.
Of course, all above comparisons are made among the simplest few nuclei. It is because
of the simplicity of these nuclei that we can steadfastly conclude the following: (1) protons are
source causing diamagnetis m; (2) neutrons are source causing paramagnetism; (3) the
absolute value of magnetic s usceptibility carried by neutron is stronge r than that is carried
by proton; (4) based on the fact that the neutrons can advance the susceptibility faster than the
protons, but that the advancement among these few simple nuclei shows no simple linear
proportionality with the number of either nucleons, the spatial geometrical arrangement of the
nucleons must also play a critical role in affecting the overall susceptibility value of a
nucleus. To study the spatial arrangement, let's first study the atomic volume of each chemical
element, which is shown in Fig 1 and 2.

Instead of showing the conventional concept of atom radius, Fig 1and 2 show the average
cube edge of the volume that an atom shares with the neighbors as if each had occupied a cubic
volume. The date are calculated via the following equation
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where Dm is the density per mole and Dv is the mass density per unit volume. For elements
showing solid state at room temperature, the numerical figure is taken from a state of solid. For
elements not showing solid state at room temperature, the numerical figure is taken from a state
of liquid. For simpler comparison, the figure for the liquid elements is also taken as if it had been
composed of single atoms.
To show the development of magnetism between elements according to atomic number,
Fig 3 is made based on Fig 1 with the following modifications: (1) curves started and ended with
a diamagnetic element are dyed in red, (2) for better visual effect, line connection between a
paramagnetic series and diamagnetic series is erased. In doing all this, we do not distinguish
between paramagnetism and ferromagnetism, as both are the same nature of magnetism but only
the magnitude is different.
Fig 3 shows us the following characteristic of the curve segments regarding magnetism:
(1) All noble gases are diamagnetic substances;
(2) The element with atomic number immediately one higher than a noble gas is a
paramagnetic element;
(3) After each of the element mentioned in (2), the series moves toward volume shrinking;
(4) Seemingly as if there is a limit for the shrinkage, at closely near the bottom of the curve
segment, a diamagnetic series begins;
(5) After the element mentioned in (4) above, the diamagnetic series continues in an
increasing volume tendency until the noble gas appears;
(6) Beginning from Na, the paramagnetic curve segments gain length much more rapidly
than the diamagnetic segments. The last diamagnetic segment from Au to Bi is very
short;
(7) Diamagnetism does show up stubbornly at the beginning segment that starts from H and
ends with Ne, but also gets interrupted by Li and oxygen.
The alternative of the two kinds of curve segment suggests to us that when certain
nucleons of the same kind accumulate with enough individuals, they will reverse the magnetic
property of the material. This must further suggest that in the spatial dimensional world of their
own scale, protons and neutrons lay in layers with respect to certain geometrical point that can be
hypothesized as the central point of the nucleus. At least in the case of noble gases, it is those
protons staying at the outmost layer to have exerted the stronger magnetic command
(diamagnetism) for the nucleus. With its protons most evenly spreading on the outmost surface

of the nucleus compared to any other
elements, a noble gas atom has its
diamagnetic torque out-competing the
paramagnetic torque produced the neutrons.

A torque herein referred to is
measured with respect to the hypothesized
nucleus’ center. The neutrons, buried deeper
inside the nucleus, suffers the disadvantage
of distance in responding to the outside
magnetic field. The most evenly spreading
of the protons on the out most layer of the
nucleus becomes the unique characteristic for
a noble gas atom. This characteristic in turn
shackles the electrons in a distance farther
from the nucleus to form an even ''robe'' of
electric
field
shielding
the
atom.
Subsequently, no single quantized pit that is
more dramatically standing out can be too
easily formed in this robe. The chance of
chemical reaction with a noble gas by an
atom of other elements is substantially
reduced.
The disadvantage of shorter levering
arm to the center of the nucleus for the
neutrons is overcome when more neutrons
join the nucleus. Almost every segment of
paramagnetic curve in Fig 3 is running in a
direction of atomic volume shrinking as
atomic numbers increase. Volume shrinking
means the nucleons overall are closer toward
the center of the nucleus. Immunized from
electrical repellence force, neutrons may
move toward the center at a little faster pace
than protons. However, given that each
neutron has far higher absolute magnitude of
magnetic susceptibility than protons (with a
lithium nucleus, the susceptibility is 6.535
x10−6 cm3 /mol for each of the neutrons), the
more rapidly accumulated neutrons in the
nuclei with higher atomic numbers but

smaller volume just end up with stronger values of paramagnetic susceptibility. What is further
speeding up the neutrons to gain in the levering-arm competition is this: The shrinking of atomic
volume always meets a limit. At certain depth toward the center of a nucleus, the ever increased
density of the Aether, subsequently the local pressure of the Aether, must lead the Aether fluid to
show up as an armor that is more and more unyielding, and therefore more and more
pronouncedly resisting the distances from shrinking further between the nucleons.
When the shrinking limit reaches, any additional proton coming to join the nucleus
cannot plunge into the core circle that is already formed. It can only stay outside. Now the
more of them to come, the more these late comers must have the volume of the new nucleus to
increase due to the repelling force of positive charge between the protons. The increase of
volume reaches a good balance when the formation of a noble gas nucleus is reached. Then,
after that, one more proton added, another paramagnetic series begins.
One may ask: if the proton is diamagnetic, why one more proton than what the noble
gas’s nucleus has does not make the new atom diamagnetic? The answer is it does. It is what
happens to lithium and sodium, some smaller atoms. To nuclei of higher atomic number, a little
more detail in the explanation is needed. When a new proton comes to join the noble gas
nucleus, it must first meet the outer “shell” of protons of the noble gas nucleus. As it adds more
positive electrical force to this shell, it causes the shell to expand. As the result of the expansion,
some neutrons are given chance to “float” a little further from the center of the nucleus. This
subtle change in distance from the center of the nucleus increases the neutrons’ magnetic torques,
enabling the nucleus to manifest itself with more obvious paramagnetic property. Indeed, if we
compare how the susceptibility changes corresponding to the ratio of proton/neutron changes
among each element pair like Ar-K, Kr-Rb, and Xe-Cs, the neutrons’ influence on the
paramagnetism of an element can easily be recognized.

Conventionally, the pictures about nuclei
construction are some compacted aggregates of
neutrons and protons, between which no space is
distinctively shown [Fig 4(a)].
However, the
paramagnetism or diamagnetism of the elements
strongly suggest to us with another picture [Fig 4(b)].
That neutrons can cause magnetism is a
proven fact in physics study [2] [3], although it is
explained as a result of self- spinning in quantum
physics.
That neutron stars usually carry
pronounced magnetic field should be a strong
supportive fact to witness neutron’s magnetic
characteristic.
So, in addition to what was
previously elaborated on the magnetic competition
between neutrons and protons within a nucleus,
neutron stars further enable us to claim that neutrons
are strong candidates endowing materials with
magnetism while electrical activity is absolutely
absent.
Fig 1, 2 and 3 tell us that Fe, Co and Ni have
the smallest atomic volume among all chemical
elements (except Be, B, C). This would give us
reason to believe that their nuclei are also the
smallest few. With each of these nuclei being so
condensed to a small volume, the protons’
diamagnetic ability to mask out the neutrons’
paramagnetic strength is substantially erased. It is so
because the torque arm of the protons with respect to
the center of the nucleus is dramatically reduced.
Furthermore, the binding energy diagram of Fig 8 in
the article [Aether, the Mother of All Forces in
Nature (I of IV)―Gravitation, by Cameron
Rebigsol] shows that Fe, Co, and Ni nuclei demand
the highest energy to have them broken apart. We
know that we need to spend energy to pull apart two
magnets that are aligned with the same pole
orientation. This means that, with the short distance
between the neutrons in a smaller volume found in
these few elements, their neutrons in the nuclei have
high chance to align with each other in short
distance and in the same pole orientation. This

definitely increases the energy demand to have their nuclear binding destroyed.
As to other elements that have the small atomic volume, each of their nucleons does not
necessarily occupy the smallest volume compared to the nucleons of other elements. Take the
carbon atom as an example. It has an atomic volume of 5.67x10 -30 m3 , meaning each of its 12
nucleons would share an average volume of 0.473 x10 -30 m3 . On the other hand, Fe has an
atomic volume of 11.8 x10-30 m3 , meaning each of its 56 nucleons shares an average volume of
0.211 x10-30 m3 , a much smaller volume than what each nucleon in a C nucleus shares. It is true
that the actual volume each nucleon would occupy in the nucleus should be far smaller than what
is shown here. However, we are unable to get the precise figure, but only make some rough
inference for a qualitative understanding. But one thing can be for sure. From the nucleus with
one nucleon like H to the nucleus with 210 nucleons like Bi, the atomic volumes of the elements
do not show a linearly increasing relationship with the number of nucleons. It means that no
atom has solid boundary, neither does any nucleus. So, while each nucleon should have a solid
shape, the space each of them entitles should not have a ridged figure, but varies from element to
element. Wherever a nucleon goes, it must be compactly swarmed with a blanket of Aether fluid.
In this blanket, a very high percentage of the fluid particles are part of the structure of the
countless 12-point contact conglomerations. The thickness of such blanket varies from element
to element, or even varies from cluster to cluster of nucleons within a nucleus. When will human
beings have the skill to look into the detail structure of a nucleus, any nucleus?
Since the desired skill is not obtained, but the shape of the nucleons are indispensable in
our reasoning concerning how the shape would affect the alignment of the Aether particles, this
article would like to propose some scenario in the upcoming few paragraphs to help the
exploration.
A material fact in particle physics is that a free neutron would decay into one proton and
one electron, and accompanying with such decay is the release of some energy. Given that
electron is a much smaller particle than a nucleon, this would mean that a neutron and a proton
should have the same shape, same identically waving surface, whatever curvature the waving
could be, except that the neutron must carry a tiny appendix, the electron.
From previous discussion, a magnetic field is established when the Aether particles are
aligned in helical formation, either by energetic induction or by a static magnetic body. A static
magnetic field thus leads us to believe that the nucleons have certain shape that can force the
Aether particles to align in a helical arrangement. The so called “force” is actually an interaction
from the surface of the nucleons in responding to the high intrinsic pressure of the Aether fluid.
We all have experience how some soft mud (imagine it as the Aether fluid) can duplicate the
tread pattern of a tire (imagine it as the surface of a nucleon) when rolled over by a car.
A
nucleon's waving surface can be shaped by two helixes, as presented in Fig 5, a conjectured
scenario. In Fig 5, a cylinder is cut into two identical halves by two parallel helixes that are
180o out of phase.
At this point, we cannot experimentally determine whether the spiral surface of a nucleon
is to take the right- handed or left-handed turning direction, but we need to have one direction to

continue our scenario. Reading from
the geometrical pattern from DNA, a
right- handed turning pattern is far
more highly likely than a left-handed
turning pattern.
DNA is a product of nature,
completely free of any human
interference. Its appearance is the final
choice of numerous particles like
atoms, ions, radicals after their
movement with respect to each other is
designated at where minimum energy
has been needed―excessive energy
can only excite them to continue to
move. The way for a particle to be
propelled with the least amount of
energy in moving is to let it follow a
restricted path other than break or alter
the path. Suggested by this idea, we
choose to continue our scenario with
right handed turning for the shape of
the nucleon's spiral surface aforementioned. This shape portrayed by the nucleons and the shape
of the sub-particles of Aether, i.e., the posoffs and negoffs, set up a predetermined path for the
various clusters of atoms to move and result in the various DNAs. Let's keep in mind that the
atom clusters, large or small, are usually carry electrical charge before they settle with others to
form a neutral molecule. Again, a moving charge particle must also conversely align negoffs
and posoffs in helical arrangement.
In Fig 5 (b), after the half marked as 123-578 is swung open, it is found to be identical to
134-567. The exposed internal surface of both bodies is copied and dyed grey for a better view
in Fig 6(a). In Fig 6(b), some diagonal lines are drawn on the internal sp iral surfaces,
representing the helical lines formed by the Aether particles alignment (Sorry for being unable to
present them in a view of 3D). Before we go further, we need to explain how the diagonal line
are developed. Each Aether particle is composed of two sub-particles, the negoff and the posoff.
When excited to slide over each other’s surface, they would line up according to certain helical
pattern; the alignment is even independent of the existence of any nucleon, but inherent as soon
as they are off each other in position. Now, they are forcibly pressed against a solid surface and
"cracked'' open because of the high intrinsic pressure of the Aether fluid. Subsequently helical
arrangements are resulted. The diagonal lines in the picture should have been helical lines in
nature (if this author had been able to drawn them with better art skill).

If the two bodies in Fig 6(c) have a chance to line up
along the helix axial lines that divide the original cylinder,
and one can fully seat over another, we will get what Fig 7
shows: a spiral body, although imperfect. The spiral is
reinforced not only by the helical structure of the split
cylinders, but also by the arrangement inherently produced
when the sub-particles of the Aether fluid are compelled to
slide over each other for any reason.
However, if a spiral body in Fig 7 can be so formed,
it would happen only with neutrons but not the protons for an
obvious reason: the protons must repel each other. There is
another reason although not as obvious: With the positive
charge a proton carries, what swarms it would be more
negoffs than posoffs. This means the balance between these
two sub-particles cannot keep the 1:1 ratio surrounding the
proton. Therefore, the helical lines established out of their
arrangement would be less twisting per unit length of the
axial line. Less twisting means less magnetic strength.
That a free neutron would decay into one proton and
one electron must means that, carrying an electron as an
additional appendix part, each neutron, if not free, should
have a shape different from that of a proton. However, after
the parting of the electron, a truly proton’s shape for the
original neutron is unveiled. This means that the overall
shape between the neutron and proton are identical; the only

difference is portrayed by an appendage, which
is the electron.
Given that a proton can cause
magnetism, it must have some spiral surface so
that those Aether sub-particles pressed against
such surface must be cracked and shifted a
little with respect to each other. Helical
arrangement formed by such realigned particles
is thus resulted. We have mentioned enough
that spiral arrangement of the Aether subparticles would lead to the manifestation of
magnetism in space. Since a neutron shows
opposite magnetic property to that of a proton,
and the only difference between a proton and a
neutron in their construction is the electron, we
then have reason to believe that it is the
electron appendage that has caused the
opposite alignment of the Aether sub-particles.
The alignment in opposite directions formed by
the Aether sub-particles distinguishes the
proton’s diamagnetism from the neutron’s
paramagnetism. In an environment where the
Aether fluid is so closely packed, but each of
its particles is so tiny, any bump appears may alter the geometrical tolerance of the space and
cause the Aether particles to align differently. Although an electron is very tiny comparing to a
nucleon, but it is still a huge boulder comparing to each Aether particle. Fig 8 proposed as a
scenario shows how Aether particles can be pressured and cracked under formidable pressure
and result in different alignment.
The scenario suggested in Fig 8 further presents a possibility that, even if the helices
show the same running direction, but if the component elements establishing these helices point
at different directions, the helices so resulted may become disharmonic helices between each
other (Fig 9). Then, between the neutrons and the protons, the helixes swarming over a neutron
and the helixes swarming over a proton should be disharmonic to each other forever. [For how
helices being disharmonic to each other, refer to Fig 12 and 13, Aether, the Mother of All Forces in
Nature―Electromagnetism (Paper II of IV), by Cameron Rebigsol] When they come too close, the

disharmonic helixes would make them begin repelling each other. However, while neutron and
proton may sense repellent force to each other at close distance, such force is far weaker than a
force that must draw―actually compress―them together. This force is also caused by the Aether
fluid's intrinsic pressure, and is termed as nuclear strong force. We will come back to this force
later.
It is highly possible that, because of certain geometrical factor, the arrangement of the
Aether sub-particles swarming over a neutron is far more inherently spontaneous, or more easily

to occur, than that is over the proton.
In addition to this,
the mutual repellant force between all protons and the higher
concentration of negoffs than that of posoffs around a proton
all result in that no chemical element showing high
diamagnetic value is found. The highest diamagnetic
susceptibility value among all chemical elements is -2.82x104
cm3 /mol, which belongs to Bi. Compared to this value (in
absolute value), we can find many elements with far higher
paramagnetic value, not to mention the ferromagnetic values.
Fig 3 seems still offering us a little more details in
addition to what we have discussed above.
(1)
From Ce (Z=58) to Tm (Z=69), it shows a
series of elements of comparatively smaller atomic size, but
also strong paramagnetism, all being in or above the order of
x10-2 cm3 /mol. The element Gd, Tb, Dy and Ho sometimes
are even considered ferromagnetic.
(2)
There is an area boxed with a question marked,
because accurate susceptibility cannot be found for the
elements in this box. However, with whatever is obtained
regarding magnetism, most of them show paramagnetic
behavior, and a few shows nonmagnetic. No diamagnetic element shows up here. A
strong indication that neutrons play a dominant rule determining the susceptibility of
an element.
(3) Element Sn (Z=50) has two allotropes: white tin and gray tin. White tin has a density
of 7.265 g/cm3 , an atomic volume of 2.71 x10-29 m3 , and a paramagnetic
susceptibility of 3.10 x10-6 cm3 /mol. Gray tin has a density of 5.77g/cm3 , an atomic
volume of 3.42 x10-29 m3 , and a diamagnetic susceptibility of -3.74 x10-6 cm3 /mol.
Clearly, for the same element, a smaller atomic volume like the white tin shows up
with paramagnetic susceptibility. This matches what is said before that smaller atomic
volume of an element helps the neutrons overcome their disadvantage of shorter
torque arm in a nucleus in competing the protons’. When the atom’s nucleons need to
stay in a smaller volume, the protons, stay mo re on the outskirt of a nucleus, suffer
more in distance loss from the center of the nucleus. Subsequently their magnetic
torque arm is shortened more dramatically. The length of torque arm is one of the
critical factors in determining the susceptibility of a nucleon. All this supports a
magnetic pattern that ferromagnetic materials are found with elements with the
smallest atomic volume.
The above additional details in turn reinforce the following views:
(1) Neutrons and protons carry opposite magnetic behaviors;

(2) In the sense of absolute value, a neutron’s magnetic influence is far bigger
than that of a proton;
(3) A nucleus of multiple nucleons has pronounced but not absolute feature of
layered distributions alternatively between neutrons and protons.
Point (3) above then also strongly suggests that nucleons in a nucleus stay with a pattern
of clusters. This may further extend to an imagination that nuclei in a solid material piece may
also stay in a form of many clusters of various sizes. Such a cluster characteristic is to group a
certain number of atoms together. However, not every nucleus in a cluster is surrounded by
electrons in number equal to the protons contained by a nucleus. Instead, the nuclei grouped
with shorter distance between each other within a cluster leave less space for some electrons to
move around. For those electrons that are originally very close to the nucleus, they continue to
stay near each nucleus. But a great number of them, which are originally farther away from a
nucleus, are squeezed away and find their freedom to move in the gap between the clusters. The
boundary gap between the clusters is bigger than the distance between the atoms inside each
cluster. Since ferromagnetic elements have the smallest atomic volume, the feature of clusters
may be even more dominant with the material pieces of these chemical elements. The clusters
provide the base of magnetic domain for the ferromagnetic elements to form.
When a not-yet-magnetized ferromagnetic material piece is magnetized, all domains can
respond to the outside magnetic field with the same manner and magnitude. However, after that,
if it is to be demagnetized, each domain feels certain "protection" from other clusters, which
shield the cluster (domain) from receiving the same strength from the external field. So, when a
certain number of clusters have reversed their polarity to a certain extent, some may already
reverse more and some may still lag behind. Besides, a group of nucleons needs to overcome
friction during changing direction of orientation. Such a group is usually a longer organization
with the ferromagnetic material (similar to what Fig 7 shows), and it causes more energy loss for
the same amount of change of orientation. The length of such groups may be statistically the
same for the same kind of material, but not homogeneously the exact same for every of them in
the same piece of material. The even more energy loss is caused by their closer packing betwee n
the atoms and the atom clusters. All this makes magnetic hysteresis effect inevitable among
ferromagnetic materials, the chemical elements having the most compact atomic volume.

2. On the Nuclear Strong Force and Weak Force
The nuclear strong force and the gravitational force are of the same nature: resulted by
the high intrinsic pressure of the Aether fluid. We categorize these two forces as condensive
force. Gravitational force happens between two bubbles of fixed sizes, equal or unequal, that are
separated from each other at distance remotely large compared to the dimension of the bubbles.
If the distance is shortened to a scale that cannot be considered “remotely”, the condensive force
would portray itself more and more as what we call as strong force (in nuclear level) between the
same two bubbles. When the distance of separation gradually shortens, the intrinsic pressure of
the Aether exerts on the two bubbles gradually reduces the critical role of the factor 1/R2 in
determining the interacting force between the two bubbles, where R is the distance between the
two bubbles in concern.
If a chemical element can stay in a physical
state as stable as like a liquid or solid, it must mean
that its atoms have been able to ''draw'' each other
through a certain force. Confined by this force, each
atom occupies a finite volume. As an overall figure,
such volume is equivalent to a cube whose edge is in
the order of 10-10 m for liquid or 10-9 m for solid.
At dimension lager than this, these atoms may fail to
reach out to each other, unable to cause the
appearance of condensation, without which there is
no liquid or solid. So at dimension in the order of
10-8 m or above, we should have the freedom to
consider that, if any static force in nature that can
motivate the atoms to approach each other, the force
should be of gravitational force in nature.
At dimension in the order of 10-10 m or
smaller, the mathematical treatment leading to how
the Aether intrinsic pressure causes gravitational
force should gradually lose its accuracy [Refer to Fig
6, Aether, the Mother of All Forces in Nature (I of
IV)―Gravitation―By Cameron Rebigsol]. In that
treatment, the area of the big circle is used in place
of the area of a crown that intersects with this big
circle. When the distance between two bubbles is
large enough, the mathematical difference between
these two areas can hardly be recognized. When the
distance is small, such mathematical difference must
kick in and force us to have another approach,

because the local fluid pressure of Aether is superiorly higher than the average intrinsic pressure.
Refer to Fig 10. Suppose we have a bubble of radius r. The pressure Pd of the Aether
fluid at a distance d (>r ) away from its center would follow this relationship: P d(4πd 2 ) =K,
where K is a constant corresponding to the intrinsic pressure of the Aether fluid. Now, another
bubble of volume V is placed in the spherical volume of radius d. Naturally, for this to happen,
an amount of Aether fluid of volume V but from the original spherical volume of radius d is
displaced and pushed out.
In going out, this amount of Aether fluid must overcome the
resistance from the outside Aether fluid. The total force summed up over the spherical surface is

𝐹 = 𝑃𝑑 (4𝜋𝑑 2 ) = 𝐾

(𝐸𝑞 − 3)

where K, again, is a constant for any value of d .
When exiting the spherical volume, the total collection of the expelled Aether fluid needs
to move through a distance D, which is obtained as
𝐷=

𝑉
4𝜋𝑑 2

(𝐸𝑞 − 4)

In Eq-4, D is considered very thin compared to d.
The total energy W that this exiting fluid needs to spend in order to get out is
𝑊 = 𝐹𝐷 =

𝐾𝑉
4𝜋𝑑 2

(𝐸𝑞 − 5)

The reversal of the above process is to remove the second bubble of volume V out of the
spherical volume of radius d. Obviously, Eq-5 tells us that a work no less than W must be done
for this purpose. So, W is the binding energy of the two bubbles or two objects in close distance
submerged in the Aether fluid.
Let’s review the binding energy of the 𝛼 particle again. If 𝑃0 is the intrinsic pressure of
the Aether fluid, Eq-3 shows the resistant force that a certain quantity of Aether fluid must be
encountering when it is dispelled and exiting from a certain volume. Eq-5 is for one particle of
volume V joining an existing particle of radius r, but for an 𝛼 particle, we can consider 3
particles of the same volume V joining an existing nucleon. Given 1 × 10−15 𝑚 as the radius of a
nucleon and that the total binding energy of an 𝛼 particle is 28.3 𝑀𝑒𝑉 , we can set up the following
equation:

∆𝐸 = 𝐹 ∙ 𝐷

3𝑉
4𝜋 (3.6 × 10−14 𝑚)2
4𝜋 [1 × 10−15 𝑚]3
28.3 𝑀𝑒𝑉 = 𝑃𝑑 ∙ (3 ∙
)
3
28.3 𝑀𝑒𝑉 = 𝑃𝑑 4𝜋 (3.6 × 10−14 𝑚)2 ∙

(𝐸𝑞 − 6)

Subsequently, we have 𝑃𝑑 = 3.6 × 1032 𝑁/𝑚2 . Matching this value at the dimension of
× 10−8 𝑚 where we previously determined the intrinsic pressure of the Aether to be taken, we
have
1032 𝑁 (3.6 × 10−14 𝑚) 2
×
(1 × 10−8 𝑚)2
𝑚2
𝑁𝑒𝑤𝑡𝑜𝑛
𝑃𝑜 = 4.67 × 1021
𝑚2
𝑃𝑜 = 3.6 ×

(𝐸𝑞 − 7)

Comparing to the intrinsic pressure 1.0 × 1017 𝑁 /𝑚2 shown by Eq-18 found in Aether,
the Mother of all Force in Nature (I of IV)―Gravitation, the value shown by Eq-7 above is
tens of thousands times as high. The reason is that Eq-18 in (I of IV) is arrived with a more
simplified model in which the Aether fluid between all nucleons is not accounted for, while the
model leading to Eq-7 must place this quantity of Aether fluid under scrutiny. Therefore, the
value 4.67 × 1021 𝑁/𝑚2 shown by Eq-7 should be more a genuine reflection in reality as the
intrinsic value of Aether pressure.
Beginning from Eq-3 to Eq-7, the explanation involved them is able to help us in
principle to unlock the mystery of huge energy resulted from the fusion reaction. But there
exists another critically important principle determining that energy must be released in the
reaction.
When we blow up a bubble of radius D1 from zero in a fluid, we need to spend some
energy E1 . Eq-5 and Eq-6 would lead us to have E1 = KD1 , where K is a constant determined by
the intrinsic pressure of the fluid. If we fuse two of such bubbles into one that has a radius of D2 ,
the resulted volume would be

4𝜋
3

𝐷23 (=

8𝜋
3

𝐷13 ), then

D2 = 1.26D1 . If we are to blow up a

bubble of radius D2 from zero, the energy E2 required is
𝐸2 = 𝐾𝐷2 = 1.26𝐾𝐷1

(𝐸𝑞 − 8)

However, if we blow up two bubbles of radius D1 , we would have spent an amount of
energy of 2E1 . So, if they fuse into one bubble of radius D2 , some excessive amount of energy
must be released and easily calculated as
2𝐸1 − 𝐸2 = 0.74𝐸1

(𝐸𝑞 − 9)

Eq 9, although done with two equal bubbles, should give us good hint why an enormous
amount of energy can be released out of nuclear fusion reaction: 0.74E1 /2E1 =37%! Let’s not to
forget the huge pressure of the fluid, in which the bubbles, in order to form, must have absorbed
humongous amount of work for their inflation. The fusion reaction is actually no more than a
process of their partial collapse, and the 37% of energy therefore letting go must be extraordinary.
This energy released from the fusion reaction should also be true to any two bubbles that have
unequal volumes.
So, if V must wedge in the bubble of radius d in Fig 10, which belongs to the volume of
radius r, energy must first be supplied to V for it to pierce in. This is where critical energy (in
the form of critical temperature for nuclear bombs) is needed. It is clear to us that, within a
nucleus, the closer the nucleons stay to each other, the more fusion energy they would have
released when joining each other. Judging from the diagram of the values of binding energy
[Refer to Fig 8, Aether, the Mother of All Forces in Nature (I of IV)―Gravitation―by
Cameron Rebigsol], we would like to say that the distance between a proton and a neutron in a
helium nucleus is many times shorter than they are in the deuterium nucleus. It is with this
shorter distance in an alpha particle that the two nucleons form a stable pair to further build the
alpha particle. Alpha particles as some basic nuclear building blocks are so stable that they
appear as some popular and fundamental particles in nuclear radiations. It can well be possible
that the majority of nucleons in an iron nucleus are in a stable organization of alpha particles, and
that is why Fe among all elements has the highest binding energy, the energy needed to break up
a nucleus.
It is a general tendency in nature that sponta neous reaction releases energy. With Fe
occupying the highest point of binding energy in the curve, the diagram of binding energy
mentioned in the above paragraph suggests to us that the formation of other nuclei with atomic
number higher than 26 may have also undergone some reaction that cannot be considered as
being spontaneous; such reaction is added to the part that has spontaneously proceeded. This
further means that their formation had involved something more than just fusion reaction. The
extra but not spontaneous reaction just simply injected and stocked in some extra nucleons to the
nucleus when everything was moving in extraordinary speed during thermonuclear reaction, in
which some nuclei more complicated than that of Fe were formed.
The Aether fluid with its
huge intrinsic pressure naturally locked up everything in no time when all the components
happened to coming together by chance, spontaneous reaction or not. However, the extra but not
spontaneous reaction then must have buried in such nuclei the potential of fission energy when
the future condition ripens and the nuclei must split. During the thermonuclear reaction, the force
that could push all these nucleons together was so powerfully violent that the Aether armor
enrobing each nucleon or cluster of nucleons could be torn apart. However, the tearing must stop
at certain thickness measured from the center of the nucleon because the armor was getting more
and more unbreakable as the distance was closer and closer to the center.

No matter how hard the nucleons are
forced to squeeze at each other together, the
nature of the Aether fluid destines that they
cannot come to skin contact with each other.
The neutron stars are good example to
display the inevitable destined separation
between the nucleons. The mass of neutron
is 1.68x10-27 kg, and the densest neutron star
has a density of 5.9 x 1017 kg/m3 . That
means the average volume occupied by a
neutron in the star has a linear dimension of
3 x 10-13 m, while the commonly accepted
linear dimension for neutron is in the order
of × 10−15 𝑚. This is to say that certain gap
between each nucleon is always maintained
by the Aether particles due to its high
intrinsic pressure. Indeed, it is this inevitable
gap that enables the layered appearance of a
nucleus to show up as shown in Fig 4(b), in
which protons statistically have more chance
to stay and form the outer layer but the neutrons would plunge more toward the center of the
nucleus and give the appearance of an inner layer. Of course, to facilitate such an appearance, it
is indispensable that a proton and a neutron always tend to form a stable pair in fusion reaction
during the formation of a complicated nucleus. We already mentioned this in two paragraphs
before. So, as far as the nucleus of helium, or the alpha particle is concerned, the arrangement of
the nucleons should be shown as (p- n <―――> n-p). That the aforementioned separation
between the nucleons in a nucleus is so inevitable is easily understood.
In Fig 11(a) and (b), the grayish background represents the space where Aether fluid has
been omnipresent. Easily we could see that at the point where object I and II would ever make
skin contact, as shown in (a), no Aether fluid is to exist there. Subsequently, nothing there can
provide any pressure in the horizontal direction against the Aether fluid’s pressure that must
horizontally exert at the supposed contact point. Confronting with zero resistance toward the
supposed contact point, an amount of Aether fluid must spontaneously be pushed toward the
point by the pressure acting behind. An invasion caused by the fluid toward the point is so
inevitable that an amount of Aether fluid must accumulate there and therefore have objects I and
II separated. The invasion is done and sustained through a pair of horizontal force components,
shown as B in Fig 11(b). The ultimate distance of separation is determined by the interaction
balance between force pair A and B. It is the existence of this separation distance that a window
is left for fission reaction to set foot to play its show on the platform of nuclear reaction.
We can easily conclude that force pair B would not exist if it is not for the existence of
force pair A. For pair B to be strong enough to wedge in between objects I and II and separate
them, the intrinsic pressure of the Aether fluid must be over a certain magnitude. It is the

intrinsic pressure of the fluid that provides the motivating source for force pair A to act. It is also
the same intrinsic pressure that provides the backing action for force pair B to invade in between
objects I and II and push them apart. In other words, the high intrinsic pressure of the Aether
fluid is not only the mother of two different force pairs, but it is also the culprit incessantly
compelling them to compete each other. As such, we can imagine that the Aether fluid between
objects I and II are more highly compacted than in space outside the volume that circumscribes
both objects I and II.
If objects I and II are atoms, the armor effect established by the Aether fluid between the
atoms would have pushed some electrons that were already quite loosely hanging around each
of the the original atom to “float” even further
away, unable to move around in the space
between objects I and II. If objects I and II
represent nucleons or cluster of nucleons, the
armor effect of the Aether fluid between these
objects is further beefed up. Given that the
mobility of the electric charges could be so
frozen in this kind of environment, electrical
influence as a factor to trigger any physical
change would have become insignificantly
trivial here. It should be something else that
would be more potential to trigger any abrupt
change in this kind of environment if change
ever happens.
The competition between
something like the force pair A and B results in
the so called week force. We are going to see
how this force would introduce the possibility
for physical evolvement to happen in the
nuclear level for materials.
In Fig 12(a), particle A carries so much
kinetic energy that it can penetrate the armor
layer of the Aether fluid in flying toward body
I. After being pierced, the torn armor
reestablishes
itself
under
the
huge
environmental pressure. In the process between being broken and reestablishing, the Aether
fluid launches a tsunami surrounding these few particles in the picture. The smaller body B and
C can be swept off its original resting location.
Fig 12(b) shows a possible new particle
combination after A’s striking. After the event, body I and II enters a higher binding energy
state―the distance between them becomes shorter.
However, particle A’s bombardment is not always a necessary motivation for particle B
and C in Fig 12(a) to fly away. The condensive force forever tempts body I and II to move
toward each other. If some static situation allows force pair A to win over pair B in Fig 11 with

a sudden avalanche, particle B or C or both may also be ejected away. The reason is easy to see.
The closer distance between I and II reestablish a new armor with new density, which must repel
B and C, which must also have their own armor.
In Fig 13(a), the local Aether pressure in region I is the biggest, and in III the smallest,
while in region II it is in between. Given this, we would recognize that the 3-D conglomeration
of particles in Fig 13(b) is constantly experiencing an imploding pressure. When the implosion
will happen depends on how delicate the balance is between (1) the inward squeezing pressure,
which is the natural result of the Aether fluid’s intrinsic pressure in space of small d imension,
and (2) the outward floating force, which is provided by the strength of the armor effect of the
Aether particles. The balance is established in a different scale of stability, depending on each
individual case, such as (1) what kind of elementary particles have been included in the
conglomeration, (2) how the different elementary particles have ganged up to small groups in the
conglomeration, or nucleus, and (3) even the timing in their process of joining may play a role
affecting the balance. When implosion, or collapse, happens to a comparatively large nucleus,
the formidable Aether pressure will not allow all remnants to fly away with a complete
disintegration. But instead, it can almost immediately grab the heavier chunks and reorganize
them into two or even three daughter nuclei. Let’s also keep in mind that, in so reorganizing, the
electrical force of the protons is allowed to play a critical role. Off course, some smaller piece
resulted by the implosion, such as electron, the individual piece of either kind of nucleons, and
alpha particle can be compelled to fly off the collapsing scene by the energy generated by the
nucleus “quake”. The quake energy so delivered for them to fly off is through the mechanic
wave of the Aether fluid. In the quake process, some electrons are hurled to move back and forth
with extremely small amplitude but high frequency near the nuclei, the mother piece or the
daughter piece, and thus generate some electromagnetic waves with wavelength that matches
that of the gamma rays. The quake we mention here portrays to us a picture of fission reaction

The pictorial presentation of Fig 12 and Fig 13 are put up to help qualitatively addressing
some principles, and these principles work the same regardless of the size, shape of the black
balls in the picture. Therefore, we must allow these balls to have different sizes. So some of
them may be only an individual particle, but some others may be a cluster of particles.
That the Aether’s material nature is fluid can help us to explain some other phenomena
that have been “successfully” explained by some but mistaken theory. It is said that radioactive
particles at high traveling speed have longer half- life. It is a common knowledge that the ambient
fluid pressure surrounding (not facing) a moving object decreases. The higher the relative speed
between the fluid and the moving object, the more the ambient pressure will decrease. So,
moving through the fluidic Aether, as the ambient pressure decreases, so must also the interior
fluidic pressure inside the traveling radioactive particle, a group of nuclei. Remember, because
of the existence of force pair B shown in Fig 11, the fluid inside a traveling cluster of nuclei as
well as that is inside each nucleus is a continuous body. The dropping of the interior fluidic
pressure must reduce the chance for any particle inside a nucleus or cluster that must otherwise
be ejected. After one particle is ejected, the interior pressure must be reestablished to justify to
the ambient imploding pressure for another radiating event to happen. This process takes time.
So, two reasons cause the increasing of half- life of a radioactive particle: (1) the dropping of the
ambient pressure and subsequently the interior pressure of the traveling particle, and (2) the
reestablishment of the interior pressure of the particles. The explanation from the special theory
of relativity regarding the increasing half- life for radioactive particle in traveling is to owe the
reason to time dilation, the consequence of mathematical calculation. What if the calculation is
mistaken? Unfortunately, mistakes leading to self-refutation of relativity are found [1]. Now, we
have confidence that explanation purely based on physical interaction is found. It is the pressure
drop of the fluidic Aether that plays such games in puzzling us.
We can further extend our reasoning of ambient pressure of the Aether fluid to the
behavior of a moving atomic clock inside a flying vessel like a rocket or satellite. Flying with a
satellite, an atomic clock would be in an environment of lower Aether pressure. On the outside
surface of the flying satellite is a field where the Aether ambient pressure reduces to lower value
compared to the universal intrinsic pressure of the Aether fluid. Being one continuous part of a
fluid body with the outside Aether fluid, the Aether inside the satellite chamber has to follow the
outside part and lower its pressure, too. Of course, the shielding effect of the shell of the satellite
will not expose the clock to direct moving impact of the Aether fluid.
Oscillating in a fluid of lower pressure, an electron has chance to have bigger amplitude
inside the flying satellite. If the energy compelling its oscillation movement is constant, the
electron will take more time, or longer period (than the twin clock on Earth), to complete the
amplitudes, telling people it now runs more slowly. It seems relativity’s time-dilation concept
has offered accurate mathematical outcome in time reading registered by a flying clock.
However, given the mathematical self- refutation nature of relativity, we have to say that
relativity has offered us some good empirical equations, but it is far from revealing the true
physical nature about what forces a flying clock to behave differently. Had human beings ever

satisfied themselves with an empirical conclusion that every day the sun rises from the east and
sets on the west and searched no more, we may today still hold on to that the Sun moves about us
just like the Moon.
People may have been exposed too often to a preaching of a concept called mass-energy
conversion. Historically, the concept of “conversion” was first claimed to be discovered by
mathematical “equivalence”, which was typically peddled by relativity. Then later the
conversion was said to be evidenced by the so called mass defect in numerous nuclear reactions.
However, while the mass-energy conversion and mass defect were delivered to us as some
theoretical prelude and factual outcome, no valid paper regarding the physical reason and the
detailed process on such conversion seems having been found. Unfortunately to those who claim
to have “confirmed” the validity of the conversion and the corresponding mass defect idea, what
seems truer is that the data put up by them for their support provides evidence to nullify their
claim.
Fig 14 is a table listing the binding energy and mass of some chemical elements. Column
G in the table shows the sum of two values of each nucleus: (1) the mass that is directly
measured via experiment (in column F), and (2) the total mass that is said lost and “converted” to
the binding energy. Column H shows the simple mathematical sum of mass contributed by the
protons and neutrons in each nucleus, whereas the number of protons and neutrons are
determined by those shown in column B and C. The values in column H are only
mathematically added up without any physical process. Comparing between G and H, we found
that the values in column G is slightly higher than that in H for absolutely most of the nuclei. It
means that the concept of energy- mass conversion cannot match up what the law of conservation
of energy would agree. We cannot call the overall higher value in column G as the consequence
of experimental error, because the higher value is so dominantly one-sided. It could be possibly
acceptable as experimental error if the values in column G can show certain fluctuation, some
times higher and sometimes lower than what is shown in column H. But we cannot find such
fluctuation. AS such, a reason for the one-sided higher reading is worth exploring.
So far, to measure the mass of particles in atomic scale, mass spectrometers are used.
The fundamental method in its utilization is dynamical, relying on what is suggested by the
traveling path of the particle under investigation. After a particle enters the field where it is
measured, the particle would travel in a circular path (Fig 15). The relation of the particle’s mass
m and the radius r of the circle can be found with this equation:
𝑚 𝑞𝐵
=
𝑟
𝑣

(𝐸𝑞 − 10)

where q is the electric charge carried by the particle to be measured, v is its entrance speed, B is
the magnetic field strength. If the right side of Eq-10 is kept constant, we would expect that a
particle ending up striking at spot b has bigger mass than a particle striking at a.

The problem is that all these particles to be measured in such establishment are moving at
speed that is called relativistic speed, some high percentage of the speed of light. In such speed
range, the Aether’s fluidic drag becomes an issue. The drag consumes part of the particle’s
kinetic energy in its traveling. With such an effect, whatever an initial amount of energy that
entitles a particle to an expectation of landing at b now can only land it at a, a smaller radius in
the picture. Smaller radius would suggest a smaller mass according to Eq-10, naturally baffling
us how some mass of the particle seems having disappeared.
Owing this disappearance to a
claim of mass-energy conversion appeared to be a good exit of the mystery house a century ago
when relativity so “timely” stepped into history. The satisfaction brought up by such explanation
must then make it unbelievably irresistible to have the reason of the mass defect and the
procedure of the conversion neglected.
Now, we have reason to add the energy consumed by Aether drag back to the mass
measurement using the mass spectrometers suggested in Fig 15. Up to now, in measuring the
mass of a nucleus containing z protons (mass of 𝑚 𝑝 each) and n neutrons (with mass of 𝑚 𝑛
each ) , we would expect that the mass M of the nucleus would show the following value:
𝑀 < 𝑧 ∙ 𝑚𝑝 + 𝑛 ∙ 𝑚𝑛

(𝐸𝑞 − 11)

or
𝑀 = 𝑧 ∙ 𝑚 𝑝 + 𝑛 ∙ 𝑚 𝑛 + 𝑚 𝑑𝑓
(𝐸𝑞 − 12)
where 𝑚 𝑑𝑓 stands for the mass defect, which is said by the contemporary science world to have
dissipated as some binding energy that is lost during the fusion formation of the nucleus
containing these z protons and n neutrons. To break up this nucleus, an amount of energy
equivalent to 𝑚 𝑑𝑓 must be supplied.
If we take the Aether drag into consideration, we should have confidence to rewrite Eq11 as
𝑀 = 𝑧 ∙ 𝑚𝑝 + 𝑛 ∙ 𝑚𝑛

(𝐸𝑞 − 13)

But with a consideration that Eq-10 should require us to calculate M with the form of
𝑀 𝑞𝐵
=
𝑟𝑏
𝑣

(𝐸𝑞 − 14)

𝑀 𝑞𝐵
=
𝑟𝑎
𝑣

(𝐸𝑞 − 15)

other than

The problem for this approach is that, however, 𝑟𝑏 is not an experimental value but can only be a
derived value, which is obtained only after the energy spent on Aether drag is recovered.

Therefore, instead of using Equation 10 and the establishment of Fig 15 to pursue M, it should be
more practical for us to use M as a known value from Eq-13 and pursue the value of Aether drag
with the help of the measured outcome of 𝑟𝑎 in Eq-15. This should be interested, as Aether is a
new material deserving our vigorous study.

Glossary, Abbreviation, Acronym
Aether drag It is a fluid resistance presented by Aether against the movement of any particle.
Aether particle A physical combination of one negoff and one posoff, electrically neutral. It is
the most fundamental component of the Aether fluid
Aether sub-particle Either the negoff or posoff . For convenience of illustration, this particle
only present these two sub-particles as the major components of the Aether fluid. However,
nothing in this article would suggest that these two are the only material components of the
Aether fluid. As least, in the section Certainty and Possibility, this article leaves a big room for
neutrino to stand out as another major component of the Aether fluid.
Armor layer A layer of Aether fluid enveloping a nucleon or a nucleus. In such a layer, a
dominant portion of the Aether particles coexist with neighboring particles by forming unit after
unit that looks like a pyramid in spatial structure. If each Aether particle has a shape like a
perfectly spherical marble, the pyramid can be regarded as a tetrahedron, with its vertex at the
center of each marble. No other spatial structure consisted of round balls can be constructed to
produce higher density arrangement than a tetrahedron. If a force is evenly applied to squeeze
over the tetrahedron, regardless of what magnitude of the squeezing force is, the tetrahedron will
not yield in shape and its density will not increase. If such a layer is to be laid on an absolutely
flat surface, any marble can be found to form a tetrahedron with three neighboring marbles, and
also have totally 12 point of contacts with all its immediate neighbors. Unyielding in shape,
once formed, such a layer is indestructible withstanding any outside crushing effort. Besides

calling this layer as an armor layer, this article sometimes also calls it a 12 point contact layer.
The layer can be in any thickness, depending on actual situation.
Condensive force The collective term of gravitational force and nuclear force. Both forces are
raised due to the same nature of the Aether’s intrinsic pressure.
Horizontal movement (or sliding movement, or gliding move ment) The movement of an
electron in an atom tangential to the nucleus.
Irreversible thread When a screw rod is aligned end to end with another screw rod and if the
screw threads on both rods look different, the screw threads carried by both rods are irreversible
threads. Reversing the direction of one of the rods will not make the screw threads between the
two rods look the same.
Negoff one of the two components forming an Aether particle. It is particularly sensitive to any
negative charge in the way of showing repellence to each other. The word is put together as an
abbreviation of neg(ative charge)-off
Posoff one of the two components forming an Aether particle. It is particularly sensitive to any
positive charge in the way of showing repellence to each other. The word is put together as an
abbreviation of pos(itive charge)-off
Reversible thread When a screw rod is aligned end to end with another screw rod and if the
screw threads on both rods look the same, the screw threads carried by both rods are reversible
threads. Reversing the direction of one of the rods will not make the screw threads between the
two rods look different.
Vertical movement (or penetrating movement) The movement of an electron in an atom
toward the nucleus.
Quantized pit In elaborating the Armor layer above, an impeccable and consistent formation
of continuous layer formed by some uniform tetrahedrons is said to be laid on an absolutely flat
plane. If the plane is not flat but curving, the formation can no longer maintain its uniformity all
over, but some spots where the tetrahedron formation is interrupted must show up somewhere.
At where such interruption shows up, some empty space larger than what a compact tetrahedron
allows would appear. we hereby call the interrupting space the pit. The pits resulted by such an
interruption is an inevitable result of geometry: No smaller balls can perfectly cover the surface
of a larger ball with absolute evenness. Placing another layer of the smaller balls over the first
layer would not change the outcome. The distance between various pits and their inconsistent
sizes between each other should follow some mathematical rule that this author is unable to
tackle. Adding to this geometrical rule, if the covering is done with the Aether particles covering
the nucleons, the pits would be further determined to appear by the influence of Aether’s
intrinsic pressure, electrical charge magnitude, magnetic moment, atomic number, layer
distribution of nucleons in a nucleus … When an electron moves in the vicinity of the nuclei,
these pits would prevent it from completing each trip with smooth and continuous acceleration or
deceleration. Instead, their trip distance and their traveling momentum must manifest themselves
with discrete quantities. For this reason, the pits are further called quantized pits in this particle.
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